Factors affecting the regulation of pacing: current perspectives
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Abstract: During prolonged dynamic and rhythmic exercise, muscular pain and discomfort arises as a result of an increased concentration of deleterious metabolites. Sensed by peripheral nociceptors and transmitted via afferent feedback to the brain, this provides important information regarding the physiological state of the muscle. These sensations ultimately contribute to what is termed “exercise-induced pain”. Despite being well recognized by athletes and coaches, and suggested to be integral to exercise performance, this construct has largely escaped attention in experimental work. This perspective article highlights the current understanding of pacing in endurance performance, and the causes of exercise-induced pain. A new perspective is described, which proposes how exercise-induced pain may be a contributing factor in helping individuals to regulate their work rate during exercise and thus provides an important construct in pacing.
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Introduction
Fatigue arising from repeated muscular contraction during exercise is a complex process, which is likely multifactorial and never absolute.1,2 Whilst the predominant mechanisms underpinning its etiology are well argued, it is generally accepted that in endurance exercise, maximizing speed or power output whilst limiting fatigue is the key determinant of success.3 Much of our basic understanding of how fatigue arises and affects performance has come from laboratory methodologies that require the subject to exercise to exhaustion at a fixed intensity or to produce a maximal voluntary contraction after a fatiguing task or intervention.4 In these examples, fatigue is more akin to an event (ie, task cessation) rather than a progressive process, or as an inability to produce maximal force (ie, maximal voluntary contraction), rather than the ability to maintain the repeated submaximal contractions that are consistent with endurance performance. Consequently, whilst these methods have been able to demonstrate metabolic factors (such as substrate depletion and accumulation of deleterious metabolites),5,6 and reduction in neural drive to the muscles and activation failure all likely contribute to the observed reduction in force or task cessation, they do not singularly explain endurance performance. Indeed, in true endurance performance, where time to completion is the measure of success, athletes rarely cease exercising and are not required to produce maximal contractions during or after the event. Rather, it is their ability to regulate their own work rate during the event, in order to stress their physiological capacity as close to this point as possible so that optimal performance is achieved without critically compromising their capacity during exercise.7 Consequently, endurance performance becomes more about the regulation of fatigue rather than a...
terminal occurrence of it. This phenomenon has been termed pacing, and has previously been defined as “the manipulation of power output over an exercise bout, so as to balance energy expenditure and speed in a way that will allow completion of the activity to the best of the individual’s capacity.” The distinction between pacing and fixed intensity exercise has only started to receive significant attention in the last 15 years, during which time hundreds of important original research papers and reviews have been published on the subject. Because of its obvious role in endurance performance, this interest is likely to continue so that our understanding of this complex process will further improve. It is not the intention of this perspective piece to provide another review of the current pacing literature. Indeed, several excellent recent reviews have explored the most recent work in this area, and so we refer the reader to these for information concerning pacing and fatigue, decision-making, deception, central processes, and brain regions. Instead, the objective of this article is to present the case for the role of one largely ignored factor in the process of pacing, ie, exercise-induced pain and discomfort. It is the hope that this focus may encourage future work that can explore this proposal further.

**Current understanding of pacing**

There are a number of theories that explain the determinants of pacing in endurance performance, which have fairly consistent themes and largely originate from some of the basic propositions from (or objections to) the central governor model (CGM). Whilst research relating to the CGM defined much of what we now understand in pacing, the summary of pacing below draws from several different pacing theories. Consequently, the reader is directed to other articles for full explanations of the CGM, teleanticipation, the rating of perceived exertion (RPE) template, and the hazard score. Taken together, these theories suggest that before exercise begins, an exercise template or schema of the estimated required work rate is calculated in a feedforward manner. This process requires knowledge of the exercise endpoint and is strengthened by prior experience of the same or similar activity. When exercise begins, the starting intensity is reliant on this preset schema; however, refinements to the individual’s work rate are made once afferent feedback becomes available (ie, once a short period of “lag time” is complete). The exercise expectations (schema) are compared with the current physiological demand (afferent feedback) against the projected exercise duration (proximity of endpoint), which creates a sensation of the “difficulty” or “intensity” of exercise. This conscious sensation (or emotion, as defined by Noakes) then drives the adjustments in work rate which are defined as pacing. A key foundation of the CGM is that a physiological reserve is maintained during all exercise, which serves a protective function by helping to prevent a catastrophic disturbance in homeostasis. The evidence to support such a physiological reserve is reasonably robust, as it is repeatedly shown that voluntary exercise performance can be significantly improved through a range of interventions which do not alter the exercise capacity of the muscle. However, the threshold of this physiological reserve appears to be fairly conservative, and so being able to access the reserve without critically disturbing homeostasis will result in an improved performance. Indeed, much of the supporting work for the CGM and pacing is based on demonstrating the existence of this physiological reserve.

As the exercise endpoint and prior experience are controllable, and are largely fixed variables between athletes, their importance with regard to endurance performance becomes fairly irrelevant. It may be that an athlete with a home advantage benefits from improved prior experience of a course, and so improves this feedforward aspect of pacing. However, in most circumstances, highly trained and elite athletes are likely to have similar prerace knowledge and experience. Therefore, the role of afferent feedback in regulating pacing is of primary interest for the athlete, coach, or scientist looking to improve performance, as this aspect is controllable during the race and different strategies can be employed to affect it. Afferent feedback is transferred through neural and humoral systems, and provides the brain with detailed information regarding the state of the exercising body. A large proportion of this feedback will arise from factors related to accumulation of metabolic byproducts, and so the role of markers of peripheral fatigue are likely directly involved in this feedback pacing process. As such, in endurance performance, the magnitude of this afferent feedback largely depends on the availability of oxygen at the muscle, and so the principal means of reducing afferent feedback for a given exercise intensity is for the athlete to have a high VO\textsubscript{2max}, a high lactate threshold, and good economy of movement. However, whilst these determinants of endurance performance are well known, they do not explain how the athlete is able to interpret afferent feedback in such a way that it is manifested as a conscious sensation (following its interaction with the pacing schema and proximity of the endpoint). Indeed, an athlete would be unlikely to be able to state the current concentration of intramuscular inorganic phosphate, their remaining glycogen storage, or their cardiac output. Thus, these constructs may be able to explain an athlete’s “race pace”, but they are not
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permissible of explaining how the athlete is able to accurately match this work rate when external feedback (ie, power output or speed) is not available.

RPE has been suggested to be the sensory manifestation of these physiological components (and possibly their interaction with the feedforward process), and so is described as a key determinant of endurance performance.21 However, what actually produces this sensation is hotly contested and so defined differently between research groups. Indeed, depending on where an athlete is tested, they may be asked to rate their perceived exertion according to any combination of shortness of breath, effort to drive the legs, how hard the body is working, how heavy and strenuous the exercise is, muscle fatigue, and limb discomfort. Therefore, proposing RPE as a determinant of endurance performance is unhelpful because its physiological (or psychological) basis cannot be attributed to an objectively measurable construct, particularly when the construct/s cannot be agreed upon. This creates inconsistency between laboratories which limits the degree to which data regarding RPE can be compared between research groups. Furthermore, the lack of measurable mechanisms for RPE diminish its scientific “clout” as a recognized factor in endurance performance. Attempts have been made to partition aspects of the RPE scale into awareness of effort and physical sensations,27 although this Task Effort and Awareness scale presents an even more complex range of components than the RPE scale, and the conscious and subconscious aspects of the scale make it even harder to assess. It has been suggested that RPE can be explained solely by the sense of effort produced by the corollary discharge arising from motor output,28 which to some degree can be objectively measured. However, as other research groups do not describe RPE in this manner, it is hard to make firm conclusions and comparisons regarding these suggestions.

Whilst the different descriptions of RPE and lack of mechanistic data are limiting, there is generally wide agreement that RPE correlates well with changes in work rate and can be scaled according to exercise endpoint.22,29 Thus, regardless of the definition or mechanisms, its contribution to endurance performance is likely significant. However, it is not a sensation or concept that is recognized outside of exercise, and (compounded by the differences in scale description) is poorly understood by those who use it. Rather, if the conscious sensation that dictates pacing is so powerful, and present in those who have never seen an RPE scale, it is plausible that there is a well understood sensation accompanying intense exercise that is used to judge and moderate the work rate. By listening to athletes and coaches talk about their performance and training, it is apparent that exercise-induced pain and discomfort matches this description and has a major influence on regulation of pace. It is important to reaffirm at this point that pacing in endurance performance is likely to be a highly complex process, in which a multitude of factors contribute to the ultimate decision to upregulate or downregulate pace. Thus, the following discussion of exercise-induced pain and discomfort is not intended to supersede those factors in pacing that have already been acknowledged in the literature in the past. Rather, it is suggested that exercise-induced pain and discomfort contributes to this wider complex process and so provides a further mechanism in pacing that should be explored.

Exercise-induced pain

Pain has fascinated and puzzled clinicians and academics for centuries, and despite thousands of seminal original articles and review papers, there is still much to understand. For a comprehensive review of the area, the reader is referred to the excellent papers by Mense30 and Millan.31 Whilst the nociceptive mechanisms underpinning exercise-induced pain may be a relatively more finite area, the etiology of exercise-induced pain has not been agreed and it is suggested that it may arise from either (or a combination of) increased intramuscular pressure, release of noxious metabolites, or deformation of tissue associated with muscular contractions. A complete discussion of this is beyond the scope of the current article, so the reader is referred to a book chapter by Ellingson and Cook32 and a recent review paper by Dannecker and Koltyn33 for a thorough discussion on the subject.

Briefly, when exercise intensity is sufficient to create a metabolic disturbance in and around muscle, type III and type IV nociceptors are stimulated by mechanical and noxious pressure, heat, and deleterious metabolites that either sensitize or stimulate nociceptors. Type III nociceptors are stimulated by high threshold noxious pressure, which at a muscular level results in a dull aching or cramping pain. Stimulation of type IV fibers results in a similar sensation but there is a preferential response to noxious chemicals.34 Bradykinin, potassium, serotonin, and histamine act directly on type IV afferent nociceptors and sensitize type III afferent fibers. Hydrogen ions and prostaglandins do not directly activate nociceptors but have the important effect of sensitizing them. Increased exercise intensity results in an increased concentration of these noxious chemicals, so exercise-induced pain is tightly bound to exercise intensity. Indeed, the stimulus for pain threshold has been suggested to occur at 50% of VO2max and to increase linearly with...
work rate. Therefore, exercise-induced pain becomes a familiar and well understood means by which to monitor the relative state of exercising muscle and cardiovascular strain. However, as suggested by the International Association for the Study of Pain, pain is always a subjective experience, emotions are always an element of pain, and the perception of pain is not always directly related to the magnitude of the nociceptive signal. Therefore, pain perceived by the athlete will always be relative and will likely be moderated by a variety of variables that are dependent on the nature of the exercise and the athlete’s state of mind. This is an important point, because it may help to explain differences in exercise performance when other physiological variables are constant. There is evidence to suggest that athletes may be more tolerant to some forms of pain than nonathletes, and that regular and painful training may contribute to a decreased pain perception. Anshel and Russell have theorized that the ability of an athlete to tolerate exercise-induced pain is a critical factor in endurance sports, and there appears to be agreement between athletes, coaches, and researchers that pain tolerance can limit certain types of athletic performance. In research, cycle ergometry has been consistently shown to cause naturally occurring muscle pain, although this measure is rarely collected during experimental research (but is sometimes integrated with RPE as feelings of “discomfort”). As pain is ultimately a physiological warning to remove the body from a potentially damaging situation or activity, the pain that arises as a result of intense exercise must convey a powerful drive to either stop the exercise or reduce its intensity so that pain decreases. As such, the ability to overcome this drive, or use it to refine pace, must be an important factor in endurance performance. This has largely been overlooked in research (with the exception of a few research groups, most notably O’Connor et al) and it is the intention of this perspective piece to highlight this omission.

**Perspectives**

This section will outline a current perspective for the role of exercise-induced pain in pacing and endurance performance. Whilst some of the following postulations have arisen as a result of published work, others are speculations based on currently unpublished data and anecdotal evidence, which are hoped to be investigated in future work.

It is proposed that the pain and discomfort arising from intense and repeated muscular contraction is used by an athlete to gauge their current exercise intensity (in combination with a number of other factors, as alluded to previously) and indirectly, the physiological state of their exercising muscle. Hence, pain is an important construct in forming their pacing strategy. Changes in work rate are made so as to moderate the level of pain and discomfort perceived, with reductions in work rate to manage the increase in pain, and increases in work rate to increase pain to a level that the athlete is willing to endure. These suggestions are supported by work that has used analgesia during self-paced exercise to improve performance. In these studies, cyclists appear to exercise according to a set progression of pain, with changes in work rate used to maintain this. Through their ingestion of paracetamol, it was suggested that cyclists felt less pain for a given work rate, and so increased their power output to maintain the same level of pain. It should be noted that ingestion of other analgesics (aspirin and codeine) has not produced improvements in performance, which challenges the exercise-induced pain hypothesis. However, these studies utilized fixed intensity exercise, which is not comparable with self-paced exercise, and may be more to do with the differing mechanism of action of the analgesic. However, increasing pain by administration of naloxone has been shown to reduce time to exhaustion, which further demonstrates the complexity of this relationship and the difficulty of assessing it experimentally. The level of pain the athlete is prepared to engage in for a particular exercise will likely depend on a variety of factors, including motivation, competition, and prior experience. It is expected that increases in motivation and prior experience will reduce the subjective experience of exercise-induced pain or increase the willingness to endure it. Increased prior experience may explain why athletes are reported to have higher pain thresholds than nonathletes. The limit of pain tolerance is potentially a key factor in determining the threshold for the physiological reserve, so that reducing the magnitude of the pain signal during exercise will result in a protective threshold that is pushed closer to the actual physiological capacity of the body, i.e., the athlete will produce a higher work rate for the same level of pain, and so have a higher level of peripheral fatigue. The fact that a cyclist’s performance is improved under conditions of mild analgesia in the presence of increased metabolic strain (increased heart rate and blood lactate) but no change in pain supports this concept. A critical variable in determining pain during exercise will likely be the exercise duration (proximity to endpoint), as intense pain may be tolerated for short periods of time, whereas moderate pain or discomfort will become unbearable if it continues for long periods. Consequently, moderate levels
of induced pain may have little effect on short-duration or short-term voluntary contraction exercise, but elicit a large effect in long-duration exercise. Indeed, the effect of inducing experimental pain on short-duration exercise has produced equivocal results, whereas in exercise that lasts for long periods, increased or decreased pain frequently worsens or improves endurance performance, respectively. The difficulties associated with testing the exercise-induced pain hypothesis (ie, by experimentally increasing or decreasing pain) may contribute towards these differing findings. In line with previous research, trained individuals likely have a greater tolerance for exercise-induced pain, and may rely on this more to gauge their exercise intensity, and less so as a limiter of exercise performance. This may have links to associative and dissociative strategies that have previously been reported in running performance. This relationship may be difficult to assess in self-paced exercise, as trained individuals may report higher levels of pain simply because they are more willing to induce and endure this pain so that a higher work rate is maintained. Alternatively, it may be that they do not classify these sensations during exercise as pain because they are perceived differently. Thus, highly trained and elite athletes will likely be able to tolerate large amounts of exercise-induced pain for long time periods, or perceive exercise as less painful, whereas untrained individuals will have less tolerance to exercise-induced pain, and will use pain to more directly determine the threshold for the physiological reserve. Additionally, untrained individuals may have less willingness to engage in an exercise intensity that elicits pain and be more likely to cease exercise as a result of pain. Interventions that reduce the magnitude of pain perception during exercise will allow the athlete to maintain a higher work rate during the exercise and consequently improve their performance. This effect may be stronger in lesser trained athletes as their physiological reserve will likely be more conservative than highly trained athletes. Interventions that remove all pain during exercise are likely to have no effect or a damaging effect on exercise performance, as this will disrupt the athlete’s ability to monitor their exercise intensity and thus disrupt their pacing strategy. Indeed, by blocking all afferent feedback (including pain) during a 5 km time trial, Amann et al demonstrated that cyclists produced a positive pacing strategy of such magnitude that it induced severe peripheral fatigue in the later section of a time trial and caused severe ambulatory problems on completion. If such an experiment were to be completed with longer duration exercise, this blockade of afferent feedback (and pain) would likely elicit a greater negative effect on performance.

Conclusion

In summary, it is suggested that exercise-induced pain is one of several determinants of endurance performance, primarily because it facilitates awareness of the physiological state of muscle and consequently helps to regulate pace during moderate to long self-paced exercise. Its role and importance may differ depending on training status, the event, and other external factors. Whilst many other factors will be important in regulating pace, pain has previously not been widely addressed, so it is suggested that future work in endurance performance collects perceived pain as a standard perceptual measure so that its importance in exercise can be established.
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